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'Horrendous storm' to hit
stocks, Wall Street not rational:
David Stockman
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FUTURES NOW
This commodity could soon go from
'sizzle' to 'fizzle'
The analyst who accurately called oil's bottom
gives his new prediction, and it brings trouble.



Chart watcher sees a classic market
theory predicting a problem for the rally

‘Horrendous storm’ to hit stocks:
Stockman

Ralph Acampora, called the godfather of
technical analysis says a pause in the rally is
coming.
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Technicians shock call: Expect crude to
hit $90

If David Stockman is right, Wall Street should hunker down.

One technician sees oil, pinned below $50,
more than doubling its current price.

"This is one of the most dangerous market environments we've ever
been in. It's the calm before a gigantic, horrendous storm that I don't
think is too far down the road," he recently said on "Futures Now."
Stockman, who was director of the Office of Management and Budget
under President Ronald Reagan, made his latest prediction after
lawmakers grilled former FBI Director James Comey over whether
President Donald Trump tried to influence the Russia investigation.
"This is a huge nothing-burger, but you don't take comfort from that.
You get worried about that because the system is determined to unseat
Donald Trump," said Stockman.
Stockman argues the latest drama on Capitol Hill is a distraction from
the real problems facing the economy.
"If the Senate can involve itself in something this groundless, it's just
more hysteria about Russia-gate for which there is no evidence. If they
can bog themselves down in this, then we have a dysfunctional,
ungovernable situation in Washington," he said, noting there are just
seven weeks until lawmakers go home for the August recess.
Stockman contends it's unlikely tax reform and an infrastructure
package will become reality in this environment — two businessfriendly policies seen as a huge benefit to Wall Street.
In fact, he warns, the country could see a government shutdown in a
matter of months.
A scenario like that could wipe out all of the stock market gains since
the election and more, according to Stockman.
"I don't know what Wall Street is smoking. They ought to be getting out
of the casino while it's still safe. Yet there's this idea that since he

This chart points to S&P 2,500: BofA
technician
One strategist says there is one indicator that
is signaling a breakout for the S&P 500.

MORE FROM FUTURES NOW
A top market watcher says there’s a ‘split market’
brewing, and investors need to be careful
Ron Paul says it won't be a 'total shock' if stocks
plummet 25% and gold soars 50% by October
'Very rare' market signal is putting the S&P 500 on a
rocket ship to 2500, BofA analyst says
The Nasdaq 100 just broke a historical win streak, here’s
what could likely happen next
Investors in this asset are setting themselves up for a
‘real painful trade,’ a strategist warns
Oil's bear market has turned black gold into a 'worthless
commodity,' Dennis Gartman says
Washington drama is just ‘noise on the side’ — here’s
why the market has more room to run: Bob Doll
Oil just entered a bear market, and BofA says it's
heading to $30
Central bank liquidity is the 'IV drip' of the rally, and
here's what could happen if it dries up
Gold is tumbling, but one trader sees opportunity
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"I think it's crazy."

Dollar
rallies
against yen

Stockman believes the S&P 500 could easily fall to 1,600, about a 34
percent drop from current levels. He's made similar calls like this in the
past, but they haven't materialized.

Futures
Now, July
6, 2017

[Trump] wasn't incriminated, that proves that we can move on," he said.




"There is nothing rational about this market. It's just a machine-tradingdriven bubble that's nearing some kind of all-time craziness, mania," he
said.
Oil prices:
Sizzle to
fizzle?

Sign up for the "Futures Now" newsletter here.



CNBC's Jackie DeAngelis reports on the next
move for the dollar as it rallies against the yen.

Futures Now, July 6, 2017
Altaira's Ralph Acampora says 'split' market
could spell trouble. Tom Kloza, who called oil's
recent collapse, now sees a new problem. And
what do you do now that bond yields have hit
a 2-month high? With CNBC's Jackie
DeAngelis and the Futures Now Traders.

Oil prices: Sizzle to fizzle?
Veteran oil analyst Tom Kloza sees a new
problem for oil.
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